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I am privileged to express my inner feelings and personal experience with the
activities undertaken by abhaya Foundation, founded by my mentor CS Balachandra
Sunku, a supersonic jet, or to say aptly, an architect of the foundation. “abhaya” is an
inexhaustible vessel, one who touches it, then flows the “abhayam.” It puts an end
to all sorts of miseries.

abhaya is a mould of intellectuals, professionals, students, entrepreneurs and what
not, all those persons possessed with impeccable character and confidence, to
demonstrate their zeal in channelizing their services at the doorsteps of the needy
and distressed languishing in hapless conditions. If I talk about their services since
its inception, I am scared that I cannot end up as it runs into volumes.

I restrict myself from delivering all but a few of its prominent activities: Providing
shelter for the aged and distressed in the name of “abhaya Home of Happiness” at 
Ibrahimpatnam - constructed in a record time, perhaps, an herculean task, if not
impossible, for any NGO to take up such gigantic task; “abhayam” for those who are
in bad need of critical medical care; Imparting leadership training and professional
skills for poor students and destitute; Rehabilitation for mentally and physically
challenged; Motherly comfort for orphans and semi orphans.

I feel what “abhaya” requires, is a push from the Corporate, especially. The track
record of the Abhaya foundation proves the unstinted commitment and transparent
accountability of its trustees. It is an occasion for me to recollect certain prominent
CSR Conferences which I addressed at the initial stage of “CSR” campaign as a
representative of Ministry of Corporate Affairs. CII in partnership with CAPART
where, I addressed on “CSR-CSO Bridge: Moving the Growth Story Forward through
Inclusive Partnerships on 16.12.2010 at Hyderabad.” The objective of the
conference was to establish a bridge to strengthen the links between the Industry
and reliable voluntary organizations for sustained inclusive growth. In another
conference which was organized by “FICCI-ADITYA BIRLA- CSR CENTRE FOR
EXCELLENCE” on “CSR-The Leadership Edge”on 21.12.2010, I emphasized the policy
of the Ministry that “CSR is not an individualistic and but a holistic concept which the
corporate should shoulder the responsibility to encourage “CSR Activities” through
the NGOs.

In the above backdrop, I cannot find any better, committed, reliable and transparent
NGO other than “abhaya Foundation” which has an impeccable track record in
serving the needy and distressed. If such a foundation is encouraged by corporate,
then, the Objectivity and the Policy of “CSR” will be better served. Salute to ahayans!

D.Vijaya Bhaskar 
ICLS (Rtd).

vizubhas@gmail.com



Search for the Destitute started...join hands in the 6. Police must be informed.
Mission based on the following guidelines... be in touch 7. Need to shoot a brief video n photos about condition n
with abhaya founder on 9963002727 share with abhaya...

8. should agree for relocation to home.
1. Person to be true destitute, abandoned on road 9. Volunteers must accompany with destitute in
2. Mental condition to be stable. ambulance n admit at home after getting ok from

abhaya team.3. Physically fit to take care of himself.
abhaya need to spend any thing about 5k per month on4. Age / gender is no bar
each of the destitute... going forward.-5. Need to have health check up before admission. abhaya Team

abhaya Home of Happiness
Search for the Destitute started...

The 1st Search for destitute

concluded with his blessings

at Hyderabad!

not
able to say what he is? a destitute or
AVADHUTHA!!!

Based on the email appeal received
from Ram, Chikkadapalli, Hyderabad,
abhaya team met the destitute on the
road. He is saying he don't want to
come anywhere. He is ok with what he
is right now. He asked for water &
tea...we arranged to give them to him.
He cautioned us while doing such work
in the community as the situations are 
critical... also said GOD will give in
abundance to those who lend their
hands of support! We inquired with
neighbors...they also said he is there
for more than an year...he sits there
only under the sun n rain. We were
perplexed to meet such people...



Dhurgamma (81 years) reunion with family after 6 months with abhaya:
Update 1: Sakshi Hyd City page 1: 11.00AM: all of them could successfully convince her and
abhaya wish to welcome this b r o u g h t h e r t o a b h a y a M a s a b T a n k .
mothe r to abhaya home. Founder joined them...2 vehicles proceeded to abhaya
Volunteers searching for her home...escorted Durgamma
now...see if someone near the area
can help us... 12.30PM: reached home

and welcomed Durgamma
Update 2: Durgamma (81) was stating that she can
tracked by EJP Prasad post happily stay there... she
receiving call from Chairman Sri looks to be happy... hope
Meda Narasimhulu who had seen she will adjust at home
her news in todays Sakshi... first
report given at 10AM. Prayers for her well

being... One important
10.30: abhayan CS Kiran Kumar thing happened in all
visited her, near Sundaraiah these things...the lady
Park...tried to convince the lady to who came in Honda...she
c o m e t o a b h a y a is Ms P Lavanya... While
home...Lakshmamma cobler lady interacting with her...came to know that she is the better half

who is taking care of her on road side since a week joined them of Sri Puri Jagannnath...one of the star Directors of
to convince her. TOLLYWOOD. She was just got inspired seeing the abhaya

campus... readily gave Rs.50k donation, assured to stand by
abhaya with her monthly donation.10.45AM: a lady also reached the place in a big car... seeing

the news paper clip n wished to help her. When seen abhayans
already talking to her...without knowing who they are... she also
started convincing her...

Bottom line: if we do good work...GOD will start
working in HIS way... Come...join...let us do HIS
work...he will take care of us.



Update 3: The END...in Puri Jagannath's way...unexpected twist in story as per
GOD's will... latest update. By the time abhayans reached city...there was a call from
Subbalakshmi d/o Durgamma stating that they have seen paper cutting today in
sakshi paper about her missing mother for the past 6 months.abhaya called them to
Hyd office...informed Chairman...also called Sakhsi/ Andhrajyothi reporters,
Lavanya, CS Kiran and others. They have produced identification details like Aadhar
card etc, also written letter of undertaking... Everyone concluded that their
submissions are genuine and decided to sent them to abhaya home in a vehicle to

br ing o ld lady.
Ensuring the driver
to take note of their
h o u s e a t
yusufguda...Finally..
.so many known n
unknown soulDears
stood by cause of
abhaya... happy
reunion of mother
with their family
members. Lavanya
Puri Jagannath is
Gods own abhayam
f o r a b h a y a
today...Shubham



abhaya garden: Though the heat around is so

much...the greenery & colours are at their best at abhaya
home. It's really a feast for eyes...lots of vegetables are
being grown by abhaya team over there since 6months.
These are fresh from abhaya gardens

Sowjanya Siva visit to abhaya Home:
Thanking Sivakrishna, Treasurer who visited abhaya
home today with his wife Soujanya post they getting
married in the last month. Also thanking Sri EJP Prasad,
Coordinator, abhaya RPL for his kind time.

Mission started to welcome the those laying on roads....

observations by EJP Prasad:

Daily I see half a dozen people who made begging their profession at the park. They are given
money, eatables by Walkers, daily. Our Krishna and Aggarwal regularly feed them with food, water
etc.,. These people do not wish to move out of that area, as they are city confined. Any amount of
persuasion will not change their mind set, which I have been observing for a couple of years. We
need to bring our ambulance and move them to HOH, in a group, if we are capable of managing
them there. Since they have fixed timings (5.30am to 8am) and afterwards go to different
localities, it is difficult to convince them too. They have blood relatives also, and are not destitutes
i& its true sense.



Thank you very much for You have got a great person Sri Meda Narasimhulu connected 
your time in explaining with the Mission abhaya Home, I hope to connect with him and
things over. I am not that get some guidance for my life, mainly career path towards
eloquent in my words and management and service.
presentation. Pardon me if
any misimpressions as I My personal critique on your work: I know still there are some
am not an expert in finances to clear out.. but I feel it is time now to ask for time and
anything. Advertisement, service not monies. with team efforts a lot is accomplished.
getting the word out, Now, involve the same donors to give their valuable time if
works for the destitute and needed which will influence others.
extrapolating to serve
others in needy with Focus now on a very specialized area one at a time and bump it
different purpose, land up. To my observation, charities in US work on one subject area
acquisition, procurement and people tend to look for specialization and work on it. Did
of items for construction, you think about government grants?

building, revamping kitchen to accommodate the large volume,
naming the places, donors contributions logging, your life Quantitative goals are missing - one prime thing missing in your
mentors in the accomplishment of this goal, and how you work in envisioning the plan with simple formula. Pick certain
accomplished the tasks is all wonderful. number of people to serve by certain time. Pick certain number

of youth to educate/empower by certain time. - Indira

To my understanding, having a mentor in life in very important. Vadapally, USA on her visit to abhaya Home

It is time now to ask for time and service

abhaya CSR group formed CS PS Rao
Dr AGR Reddy

for hosting CSR Seminar on CS Rashida H
CS Raghubabu26th July 2014 at FAPCCI
CS V Ahalada Rao

Hyderabad. Request you to
Lr Suryanarayana

propagate info in our circles. Lr A Rajasekhar Reddy
CS Vikas SirohiaMore info shared shortly. Let
CS Manoj K

us put in our best make it a CS Mohit Kamdar
CS K Sathish Guptagrand SUCCESS! Following
CS Subramanya Sastry

are the abhayans very CS Jinesh Kumar
CS AV Raoactively involved in making it
CS Sudier Kumar

as grand success with their
CS Kiran Kuamr Gupta

own teams CS Shujath Bin Ali In
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abhaya Home of Happiness
abhaya SoulDears

Thanking Smt Lavanya Puri
Jagannath lent her hands of
support to abhaya Home

Thanking abhayan CS B Muralidhara Rao,

Company Secretary, My Home Industries,
Hyderabad for his kind contribution.

Founder met Thiruppavai Kokila
Manjula Sree, Sree Seva Foundation,
Hyderabad

Founder & Chairmen met Sri. Ramesh
Gelli and sought is kind support for on
going projects of abhaya

Founder met CS Shujath Bin Ali, Head
Legal Council & Company Secretary
International Paper Ltd, Hyderabad

Volunteers Meeting at abhaya Home
in the month of June’2014, before
proceeding to GVK School



abhaya Home of Happiness
Donations - June’2014

DONORS - BUILDING FUND  Rs.

DONORS - OPERATIONAL EXPS  Rs.

SMT.G.JYOTHI SAGAR, HYDERABAD 200000

ABHAYA FOUNDATION 50000

PURI LAVANYA JAGANNATH, HYDERABAD 50000

SMT N VIJAYA LAKSHMI, HYDERABAD 50000

SMT & SRI S PRAVEEN KUMAR, HYDERABAD 25000

KRISHNA, KALVAKURTHI 25000

SUNIL KUMAR, HYDERABAD 25000

CS B MURALIDHAR RAO, HYDERABAD 10000

PRIYADARSHINI TRADERS, KURNOOL  10000

SUNKU BALAIAH SONS, TADPATHRI 10000

MOTAPARTHI ANANDKRISHNA, HYDERABAD  10000

SMT CHNDRA BHANU NIYOI 10000

CS ANITHA SUNI NAIR & FRIENDS, MUMBAI 10000

SMT K SAROJA RAWIINDER  5000

CS VENKATESH BABU BANDARU, HYDERABAD  3000

CS SATEESH GUPTA KONDA, HYDERABAD 2000

CA B VENKATA PRASAD, HYDERABAD  2000

OTHERS  800

KIRAN KUMAR GUNDA, HYDERABAD  500

CS B SIREESHA, CHENNAI  500

CS MANJUNATH HEGDE, BANGALORE  500

GUNDAVARAPU V S , HYDERABAD 400

P SAINATHA REDDY, HYDERABAD  400

TOTAL DONATIONS FOR CAPITAL FUND 490,000

TOTAL DONATIONS FOR OPERATIONS 10,100



abhaya
FOUNDATION

“ EART”H
Healthcare Update

Mukesh got discharged from rehabilitation center
at Bhadrak on 24/06/2014 and went to his village
by bus like a normal child even though it is slow
walking but without any support. He came to
rehabilitation center during June 2013, after
struggling for 1 year post operation of tumor on
spinal cord in Manipal hospital Bangalore, with
wheel chair and tears in eyes and went back to his
village like a normal child with smile . This has
become possible for the prayer , support and good
wishes from all of us and in particular Abhaya
Foundation stood as a pillar for his success to-day.
When
t h e
b o y
reach
ed in
h i s
house
entire

village people from child to elderly gathered in his house to see him something miracle
. Definitely It is a proud moment for us.

Mukesh wants to pursue his education in technical line like electrical/fitter in ITI at
Bhadrak. I have asked one of a friend to gather information and cost involved so that
we can guide him and support hime whatever possible. Regarding his disability
certificate online registration was done and he appeared before the medical board at
district head quarter hospital Bhadrak on 02/05/2014 but since his all reports are two
years old he has been asked to undergo MRI/X-ray once again and submit the report
and appear again. Rs.2500/- have been pooled in this month and I will deposit cash in
Abaya Foundation Account No 33292038898 with SBI SPL PBB Jubilee Hills Branch on
30/06/2014. - CMA Braj Raul, HAL, Bangalore

Mission Mukesh

2012

2014Yet anther miracle in abhaya’s journey 



Mission Umacchander:
His health is improving and we are
quite positive. The main problem is
his eye sight. Now we are
concentrating on his eye sight. He
is doing regular small eye
exercises. Slowly it has to develop.
Mind wise he has practice for
keeping memory awake. Regarding
my children Rohit is busy in joining
the college. What shiva is giving to
him I do not know. I wish best to
him. Aakanksha her regular school
started. She is in 10th now. Please
sir bless both of them to come in
life. My work is going as usual .
More hectic but I like it. We wish
Abhaya foundation and you should
be cherished with happy and
wealth in your lifetime. - Padma

Umacchander, Chennai

Mission Swathi:
Mission Swathi... needed our
continuous prayers... She is
recovering well since Feb
13 . . .pos t connec t ing to
abhaya... KUDOS to TKR
Engineering Students who stood
besides Swathi's husband
Venkateswarlu... such inspiring
things can happen any where...
that can handle any situation in
the country

Mission Sireesha

& Divya
Its been three years since
we support spec ia l
children Sirisha and her
sister Divya. During
these three years, we
h a v e s e e n t h e m
suf fer ing, learn ing,
laughing and speaking.
But with various health complications, they are not able to
recover as we expected. If they move one step ahead,
going back two steps in the next month. When we speak to
Doctor, He too felt the same and said hopefully Sirisha can
be continued for betterment but for Divya the chances are
very less. It is difficult to improve her condition as she is
18 now. After listening to him, abhaya felt that it would be
worthless effort to work on Divya. For these two months,
abhaya paid fee only for Sirisha and also instructed her
mother to work regularly to improve her condition. - K.

Siva Krishna, Treasury, Hyderabad

An example of exemplary
 love of abhayan’s



GOD's grace alone making her to
smile in the hands of HIS own
Messengers called Parents... GOD is
sure of their Power n Strength...He
infused so much grace in their life
for her care. Chalo lets feel gods
WILL prevail over all of us.

Vinod Sirivella from Ananthapur District is studying B.Tech 4th year.
On 25th March 2012 he met with an accident and lost his legs, which
has made his life miserable. Due to this he had to discontinue his
studies. He is from a poor family. He is looking forward to join in the
college again and continue his studies so that he can secure a job after
completing his B.Tech. Both his legs were amputed above the knees.
He needs artificial legs now to go to the college which will commence
from July 2014. He had visited the BIRRD hospital, Tirupathi which
provides artificial legs at free of cost. Unfortunately the legs didn't fit
to him, so they asked him to purchase imported artificial legs which
costs around 3 lakhs. He lost two years with this mishap. He cannot
continue his studies, if he miss this academic year too. Sridhar from 
Yuva Ohja organization called abhaya for possible help in this regard.
They have pooled amounts to the tune to Rs.25,000/- and also
another organization came forward to help to the extent of
Rs.70,000/-. Still there is a need of two lakh rupees. Abhaya still need
to speak to all the people involved in this to take forward this mission.

Mission Vinod

Mission SharvaneeMission Sharvanee

PRAY for her recovery



abhaya
FOUNDATION

“H ART”E

Far from the REST in the FOREST...
the true tribal welfare at GVK School
Far from the REST in the FOREST...
the true tribal welfare at GVK School

Educare Update



25 abhayans from AP/TG/Karnataka proceeding to serve kids at tribal school with abhaya learning camp. From darkness to the
light. ..journey of abhaya from I 2 WE...sanctified by Mother Godavari at Rajahmundry the team...proceeding to Tribal School to
share love n care for the most innocent kids of tribal areas at GVKS. 16hr schedule is planned to benefit the kids. Volunteers from
Hyderabad, Rangareddy, Vijayanagaram, East Godavari, Ranchi, Hyd CTS teamed up.

Preparation for a memorable journey to GVK School

Planing to have a major event in
support of Tribal School at EG Dist
for 2 days (28/29th June'14)... If
interested to be part of this
event...please do contact abhaya
team RIGHT Now

Preparatory service at abhaya for
forthcoming event at Tribal School at
EG Dist. Thanks to the empathy n
effort of Indira Vadapally USA who
motivated his family n friends to pool
loads of stuff for kids at School.

Thanks to CS Mohith, CMA Sumedh C Deshpande,
Indira Vadapally, CS Balachandra for their kind
hearted support at Customs, Hyd Airport... Saluting
Rajasekhar for designing invitation cards, Srinivas for
printing and Sreedhar n Babu for their un tyring
efforts in coordinating 2 days event.

Volunteers making preparations for the forthcoming visit to Tribal School, briefing meeting happens for all the volunteers at
4PM at abhaya home, interested volunteers can join for the meeting n be part of making a difference to the world around.



The Plan & Execution: WELCOME made us to

abhaya planned and feel heavenly: The team
successfully executed a reached the school by
16 hour learning camp for 9.30 in the 28th morning.
150 Students of Girijana The school located in
Vikasa Kendra Orientaion d e e p f o r e s t . N o
S c h o o l ( G V K S ) , communication with the
Addateegala on 28th and outer world. Free from
29th of June. The program developed world chaos.
was structured in a The k i d s have an
manner to teach the kids, opportunity to study on
human values through the lap of the nature
games, learning through goddess. The greenery

practical sessions. It is the result of volunteers putting in their around, the sweet music from the birds were like ornaments of
time and energy for the past 30 days on this concept. Over all the school. The kids were made to stand in two lines on the
the program was a perfect blend of values and skills like basic edges of the road that takes us to the school main gate. Small
communication skills, moral values, success vs failure, kids were standing in front, followed by higher classes. One
importance of computers, healthy mind & healthy body, dance team of 6 girls welcomed us with a song that describes
healthy living through cleaner ambience. Basic hygiene, their life at GVK School and around, followed by some tribal
mathematics & science tips, team work & presentation skills dance. They sang very nicely. The tune of the song they
and finally sessions of inspiration, career awareness and study sang”mamidee, mamidee” was awesome as if it was composed
techniques. by a music maestro. The Omkara symbol (? ) , Statue of the

goddess Saraswathi welcomed us to the school premises.
The TEAM: abhayans Sreedhar, Hanumanth, Santosh, Babu, These symbolizes the divinity of the place. That is not just a
Karthik, Nayan, Vinod and Saketh started on 27th evening to school; it was like a Vedic age Gurukula, where knowledge and
the GVK School in the abhaya ambulance with the various gifts skills blended with spirituality taught.
and toys sent from America by Smt. Indira Vadapally. The
team there after joined May be they are the best dresses for them: The other side
by abhaya Yuva Sarathi we could observe the innocent
team lead by Deepak looks and smiles of the kids.
Palli, Chikati Raviteja, They don't have the shy of
D i l e e p , Te j a f r o m wearing torn/lose clothes.
Vi jayanagaram. The Many did not have buttons to
Founder accompanied their shirts. May be they are the
the VIP's from Hyderabad best dresses they have. we
to the School on 29th could observe malnutrition
June for a day. with many kids.

abhaya Learning Camp 2014, GVK School



We jumped into ACTION: We immediately jumped into action. Hanuma explained the program
details to the staff while Santosh did the same for the volunteers. The team was divided into small
groups of 2 members each. Each team was given a task to be completed in half an hour. Each team has
to go to each class and has to complete its task of the knowledge day session. Hanuma took Career
Awareness program to 8th,9th and 10th class students. Santosh and Sreedhar were aiding and
coordinating all the volunteers.

They were weak physically but smart mentally: The sessions were completed by 1PM. We had lunch
with the students. Their discipline was mind blowing. They went in lines to the serving desk. They sat in
lines without much noise. They prayed before having the food. The lunch of around 150 students was
completed without much chaos around. The students re-assembled by 2PM in their respective class
rooms. To the post lunch session , the students were mingled with us very happily. Babu took the study
techniques session to the 8th,9th and 10th students while other sessions were taken by other
volunteers. The sessions were continued till 5PM.

Games Carnival: Then we arranged around 10 games stalls like dart board, hit the target, ring the letter, chess, etc. in the
ground. The students came in lines and played all the games with lot of joy. They have learnt many values during the games like
self discipline, trying till they succeed etc. Great thing inspired us was that even single carom coin did not miss in that chaos.
They went for dinner by 7PM. We started projecting the movie “ Alluri Seeta Rama Raju” . few said tribal people will not mingle
with other people. But I do not believe that after seeing the kids. They talked with us like their own brothers. We went to bed by
10.30PM. The arrangements were great. We had great sleep.

Yet another unforgettable experience: In the morning we woke up around 4.30AM. We
went to the boy's hostel. The warden was waking up the kids. The rooms and beds were not in
proper condition. The students moved to the ground. By 5.15 they started praying. Various
Sanskrit slokas were sung by the kids. The Veda time slokas like “Sahana vavathu” to the
patriotic songs of legends of the Independence revolution like Baghat Singh, Azad, Bose etc.
They recalled almost all the legendary personalities born on this great land. Then they had
sessions on some basic exercises. Then we had an opportunity to tell the students about the
importance of singing slokas that purifies body and mind. Then we had session on yoga. we
taught them few Yoga Asanas, Mudras, Followed by meditation. The students had a great time
while they were doing pranayama. We tried explaining them importance of doing yoga and
meditation daily. and I tried explaining few health tips to the kids.



Real Heroes: Few were washing their pants etc. We tried explaining them how to wash clothes, they were murky.
One student said that he had only one pant. It was really made me to feel sad. There are many students who have
only one or two pants/shirts that too torn somewhere. The soap also works as their shampoo. They are the real
heroes, not complaining about what they do not have. But adjusting with what they have and thinking creatively to
meet their needs with the limited resources they had. For one kid I saw, one small soap is working as his bathing
soap, clothes washing surf/soap, shampoo.

The excitement to receive the Founder: The
students assembled at the entrance as few more
guests are coming to the school lead by the Founder.
They welcomed the guests similarly as they did for
us. The guests gave chocolates to the kids. The kids
felt very happy. The way they received says their
level of mind maturity. They are well educated in
terms of our culture and manners, may be they have
been well trained by the teachers. Then we all had
breakfast. This time we had the opportunity of
serving the kids. Then the boys and girls were made

to sit separately for the health and hygiene session. The founder took the session for the
boys while Indira madam took the session for the girls from 6th to 10th class. Then students were assembled in the open air where the
Founder interacted with all the students along with accompanied VIP's and guests the hygiene session. A student named Nandu from
5th class could explain the audience about the importance maintaining cleanliness with hands, eyes etc. all the guests shared their
experience/views on the school, Encouraged the kids to study well. Many donated money, materials, provisions, towels, books, toys
etc., few donors promised to serve the school in terms of money or kind.

Campus cleaning session: The kids were divided 
into teams and were given some part of the school to
clean. They cleaned it very nicely. After all they have
a good habit of listening properly to the teachers.
They are well disciplined. Then they went for fresh
up. We did bath with the kids. We could recall my
hostel days where we bathed under taps in a row.



It was a great learning
at GVK School...
Thank you GOD!

It was a great learning
at GVK School...
Thank you GOD!

Support: www.gvkschool.org
Email: gvkoschools@gmail.com

www.abhayafoundation.org



abhaya Foundation smart phone application and the Website of Girijana Vikasa Kendra School
www.gvkschool.org was launched in the presence of hundreds of Tribal School Kids, Teaching &
Non Teaching Staff, Board Members of School, abhaya office bearers, Volunteers, Industrialists,
Technocrats, VIP's, Well wishers, leaders of Government and President of RK Math at Kolla
Veeraswamy Klyana Mantapam at Rajamundry on 29th, June. The hall was filled with
philanthropists from various places in and around Rajahmundry.

abhaya released Mobile APP & Launched
www.gvkschool.org in support of Tribal School
abhaya released Mobile APP & Launched
www.gvkschool.org in support of Tribal School

Founder of abhaya foundation initiated the events on the stage sharp at 5PM as per
the schedule. The event started with welcome dance by the tribal students. Followed
by lighting of the lamp by swami Kapaleeshananda. Prayer songs were presented on
the stage. Thereafter there was a skit presented by tiny tots of tribal School. The
students narrated the story about how school started, how the students are
studying, its achievements, how abhaya is supporting the school, their objectives. 
Their teacher who was giving voice over posing questions to the kids as soul of the
founder of the school. He got electric shock because of short circuit with the mike,
but he did not stop talking as the soul. That represents his spirit of being a great
teacher. Founder congratulated the school for having such dedicated teachers.



The Jt Secretary, Sri Bhavanarayana presented the Annual Report of the school briefly outlining
the issues that are being faced by the school and its administration. Sri. Bhavanarayana while
presenting Secretary's report gave a brief account of the reasons for establishing a Tribal school
in a remote village, in 1975, by the founder, Late. Sri. Karaga Satyanarayana, how he used to go
around the nearby villages, convincing the parents-- who are not exposed to civilization, by
going on cycle, covering around 15 to 20 kms etc., .In the previous academic year, one of the
students secured 9.0 grade and for the past 13 years there is 100% pass in 10th class and with
distinction. Computer education is imparted from class 3 on wards. He profusely thanked
abhaya foundation which has been extending excellent support for nearly 2 Years.

He informed that the Committee is made to spend an extra amount of Rs 12 lakhs p.a, to keep the school going and the burden is
felt now. He appealed for support from the Govt as well as the public. He requested the dignitaries to use their good offices with
the Govt and provide rice @ Rs.2/ per kilo, for using at the residential school, provide fencing to the premises etc. Presently
Hansraj G. is giving 75 kgs of rice every month, he stated.

Old students, Teachers, Full time Volunteers took the opportunity of sharing their wonderful
experiences with audience which made everyone present became emotional. Then the
President of the school, Sri Ramanujam Bung shared the dire situation in which the school
started with a vision to creating a difference in the lives of tribal kids about 5 decades ago.

By the time the above coming to an end, Sri Gorantal Buchaiah Chowdary, MLA, Rajahmundry Rural,
Sri Murali Mohan, MP, Rajahmundry, noted Film Actor & Philanthropist of AP, Sri Akula Sathya
Narayana, MLA, Rajahmundry Urban reached the hall. Founder addressed the gathering and shared
how abhaya supported the school from last one year. He then invited the guests on to the dais. he asked

Sri Murali Mohan, MP to release Mobile APP designed by Graylogic
Technologies Ltd, Hyderabad for spreading the cause of the
abhaya foundation. The school website www.gvkschool.org was
launched by Sri Gorantla Buchiah Chowdary, MLA.



Sri Murali Mohan shared his Subsequently, M/s Muralikrishna, Indira Vadapalli, Srinivas
thoughts on education of the tribal spoke, and expressed their happiness of associating
people, highlighted that NDA Govt. themselves with this school and promised their support in
is looking forward to avail IITs like future too.
education in villages and to the poor
students. He also presented abhaya
silver medals and cash prize for the
previous batch 10th class students

who secured 9 points & 8.5 points. He promised to do his bit for
the development of tribal school and appreciated efforts of
abhaya in making the school known to everyone with their
association.

Sri Gorantal Buchiah Chowdary, MLA,
shared his thoughts about tribal
welfare and appreciated the board
members for their selfless work. He
also promised his all time support. He
declared Rs.25,000/- donation every
year for the development of School.

Sri Akula Sathya Narayana, MLA
spoke on the occasion and

Swamiji then gave his blessings and message and applauded expressed his willingness to
the performances of the students and hoped that the Govt.,support to the school. He said, he
public would extend all assistance for the school. He appealed

missed flight and came to see the
all concerned to uphold Hindutva, in it's true meaning.He felt 

tribal school kids with a delay. But that this school is the BEST MAINTAINED school in 7 Mandals.
felt immensely happy about the
good work happening. The program lasted until 8.30 PM and not even single well

wisher left the hall till the end. Everybody were surprised
Afterwards, Lalitha and Nandu (Chakla Geetha Bala Veera seeing the talent show by tribal kids. Finally the objectives,

ideals and vision of the schoolDurga Nanda Veerakeswararao), students, recited Sanskrit
r e a c h e d s c o r e s o fslokas, explained their meaning in
philanthropists and politiciansTelugu and about health / hygiene,
around Rajahmundry came

aarogyam / bhadyata, respectively--
forward to lend their hands of

to the delight of the audience.They support. Hope great grate
are presented with cash mementos by leaders will emerge from the
M u r a l i k r i s h n a , S u b b a r a o , school. -- Reported by: N Babu
spontaneously. R e d d y , V o l u n t e e r ,

Hyderabad



The 16 hrs schedule is Me (Santosh
successfully imparted by Bandarupalli
the team and the ) a n d
children too responded Hanumanth
magnificently and felt R a o
happy to be associated Bandarupalli,
w i th a techn ica l ly had a life
qual i f ied, humane, t i m e t o u r
vibrant group like this. with Abhaya
The welcome dance by team to a
students on our arrival tribal school
moved the spirits all of in the midst
us so much that all the o f d e n s e
l a d i e s j o i n e d t h e f o r e s t t o

children and together, they performed dance to the delight of all. understand the abilities of triabl kids. Initially we had a
There was very fruitful interaction with the inmates on various prejudice about the school that it would be a small school
aspects--both in the classrooms, outside and the children displayed with few kuchha buildings. But all our assumptions were
their talents which are VERY ABUNDANT, to the disbelief of the wrong when we saw the school. We all stay in towns and
visitors- by conversing in Sanskrit, reciting poems, explaining the cities, where there is no room for playground,
meanings etc., playgrounds in school became a myth now a days but this

school has proved it all wrong, when you observe the
It is felt by all those present at the event... that as always, the whole surroundings, it is a perfect location for learning.
INSPIRATION behind this SPIRITED PERFORMANCE by these
children, the Founder, who guided, encouraged, advised, prompted We have first time experienced the traditional tribal
children to perform to leave such unbelievable impact on the on welcome; it was so touching as all the dancers (students)
lookers. During the whole process, they displayed the kind of are very much involved in the dance. Another main part
discipline, enthusiasm, focus which is normally not expected from of the welcome songs are they meanings of each song, it
school children more so from Tribal children, learning in a remote gives a complete description about their living and
village in the forest. All the visitors, without exception, are over habitat. We reached the school on Saturday early hours
whelmed by the performance of these children and felt very happy and we have conducted some activities until Saturday
to be associated with them at least for a day. noon and in the evening we have conducted few games to

know the kids interest. Surprisingly we were shocked to
Finally I had the privilege of being part of this unforgettable see that these tribal kids can give a cut throat
experience at GVKS and I spent thrilling moments with the children competition to the kids in towns & cities. Also created
there. What amazing talent they have been displaying even though awareness on various acts like basic knowledge on
studying at a remote place in a forest!!! Hats off to the Committee Computers, Goal Setting, Moral Games, health and
Members, the teachers and the wonder kids! The children there talk hygiene. Atleast once in his life time each & every person
fluently in Sanskrit and chaste Telugu too. Lets wish all of them should visit this school. It's a collective Feedback

BEST luck. - EJP Prasad, Coordinator, Hyderabad from SANTOSH & HANUMANTH RAO



am so much impressed by the children of GVK School. Frankly speaking, I do not know how to tell my
name in Sanskrit but students there... chanting poems in Sanskrit. The environment of school is like
divine place. In 2 days, I understood that students are so talented, Just that there is a need of proper
guidance for achieving their goals in future. During web launching event at Rajahmundry, the role
played by the Founder is unforgettable. I think this event will remain like a miracle in GVKS history.
When we were talking with students, some students are about to leave that school because of home
sick. I think by seeing yesterday event they won't leave that school. Thank you abhaya, for giving this
opportunity to show our love to the students of GVK school. - T Karthik, Coordinator, Hyderabad

Launching of website the GVK took place on 29th June’14 at Founder's interview in Sakshi News Daily, I approached CS

Rajahmundry. It was indeed a memorable moment in the Balachandra Sunku, during the month of April 2013 and

History of Girijana Vikasa Kendram. acquainted him with problems of students and about the

dream project and requested him to visit the project. I was
GVKS started its services with 25 tribal students in a hut about very much surprised when he promised to pay visit to GVK in
5 decades back by Late Sh. Karedla Sathayanarayana Service the month of May 2013. It was that time, he mentioned about

o r i e n t e d a n d s h . R . K the following:
Maheshwari, AP Paper Mills, �Creating a website
stepped in the first instance to �Applying for 80G Exemption

�Ideas for monthly supportprovide their social services with
�Executive Team to assistsupport to Food, Dresses and
�Training for Teachers/MCAccommodation in the year of
�Getting Computers to the School1975 which is still continued with
�Providing Water Purifierall the facilities for above 180
�Creating a Toys/book bankstudents from more than 35 tribal
�Support to refurbish infrastructurevillages. The institution is being

run with the support of
Most of the thoughts shared by him translated in to ACTION

Volunteers, Trustees and Donors
within the span of 12 months. 80G Exemption & Water

in the old buildings that was
Purifier are the 2 things pending due to technical issues. The

constructed long back even
launching of www.gvkschool.org is finest gesture of abhaya

today.
in making the world be aware of GVKS.

I am feeling proud to share that I
We salute scores of abhayans who stood besides GVKS

have provided my social services 
selflessly for the welfare of most back ward communities in 

to GVK and spent time with the
the tribal areas. We hope abhayans will be with us in making

students, staff & villagers for the 
us as able instruments for GVKS development in future. -

period from 1993 to 2001. Seeing
CS Raju, Manager-F&A, NCC Group, Bangalore

Most of the thoughts shared by Founder in 2013,  translated in to ACTION



For past 14months, abhaya is working on Girijana Vikasa Kendram, Venduru Nagaram, E.G. District. It was on the first meet,
abhaya instructed the team GVK to work on Website to spread the cause. Finally with the help of Gray Logics Technology team and
abhaya follow up they shaped up the school site. Abhaya planned the web launch in Rajahmundry, which is feasible for many
people to attend and also for VIPs can be invited. Main aim behind this web launch is to spread the awareness and raise some
donations to run the school. The situation is very pathetic at the School. There were 150
students in the school. Though they are good at studies, the living conditions are very bad. All
the buildings were constructed about 50 years ago. They are mostly damaged with time and
lack of maintenance. There is no compound wall and the toilets are in worst condition. People
who visit the school will definitely move with these conditions. The staff is facing many
difficulties in collecting sufficient rice and vegetables for running hostel. The motto of the web
site and visit is to propagate this need to the world.

The meeting went well and I hope it was successful in motivating 300 people. The school got
promises to the extent of Rs.1,00,000/- per annum. Though it was not sufficient, but I feel
this as the first step for good result. I thank abhaya for giving this wonderful opportunity. -
KSV Sivakrishna, Treasurer, abhaya Foundation

It is a wonderful experience visiting Girijana Vikasa Kendram (GVK). I am really inspired 
with the way they prayed before eating. They had great discipline in the school. We have
interacted with all the classes of GVK. All the students treated us like their own brothers and
it was so happy to experience such warm wishes from my dear brothers and sisters. In the
evening session personality development games were conducted by us in which we too had
great fun in volunteering. All the students played the games with lot of enthusiasm and it
was an awesome feel being a part of such great social event. It is a journey of new social life
which taught us many things and made us experience the real part of the country which
should be developed. They are pure hearted pupil who still need many facilities to continue
their education and definitely I am ready to serve them as a souldear. - DEEPAK PALLI,

Software Engineer, Vijayanagaram

It is an amazing event (visiting GVK) in my life. Though we visited many villages under NSS, this particular experience is
invaluable for me. The way we were received is really awesome. We are amazed by the discipline of the children. We found the
children eager to gain knowledge unlike many of the students having all the facilities. In the morning session K-day events were
organised and it is a grand success. Students as well as volunteers enjoyed a lot in the evening session (fun day events). They
played the games with enthusiasm. We danced with them and watched “Alluri Seetharamaraju” film with the students, we sang
with them and ate with them. At the end of the day we thought the event should have been a bit longer. We miss the students,
their smile sand the place. I’m looking forward to serve in such events which benefits students as well as volunteers.- DILEEP

VARAMA CHINTHALAPATI, Software Engineer, Vijayanagaram

Feedback from YUVASARATHI Team



Our visit to Addateegala was very much exciting. The GVK School is well planned,
maintained, trained the children thorough. It is place in a very remote and Tribal area in 
East Godavari Dist, Andhra Pradesh. The boys and girls are getting very good education,
awareness and we feel they will turn in to very good high positions in their lives and feel that
they will be well placed, with the way the children are molded& trained under the guidance
of dedicated Teaching staff and full time servants of School... added to them in the latest is
abhaya Foundation. I was exclaimed to know that all the 10th class students are 100% pass
with distinction, for the past 10 years, which is not there in any fully equipped Govt.,
Schools. It is very great. Hats off to the entire team of abhaya foundation for their kind
hearted support to the school for the past couple of years. It needs lot of moral and financial support from the people like us to
develop and bring the children from Tribal to modern life and to make them useful to the society. We will extend our support to
the GVK School and we wish all the best!! - Sanka Muralikrishna, M.D, Ortin Laboratories, Barkrtpura, Hyderabad.



Long time I wrote to you. We are very thankful for donating the 6 nos.of Solar Lamps. It is being planned to fix
permanently for charging and this will help the Sevalayam warden to reduce his EB bills. Thus, you have
helped and shown us another way to save. We are grateful for this Mr.Thirupal and convey our gratitude to all
those involved in this thoughtful act of helping Sevalayam children in different ways.

I am happy to inform that the Sevalayam students contribute Rs.10 / head / month in accordance with the
promise made to you on the day of your visit to Sevalayam. They are also eagerly trying to save in the hundial
given to them. What you have sown today will grow to a big tree one day and the students themselves will be
enjoying the fruits. Also, 20 new members are added in Rs100.- /month scheme and we are working to
spread it further.

It is decided to renovate the room where 10th class students stay with the grant of abhayans' contribution SIr. I am working with
Mr.Thirupal for streamlining the process. Though the buget is around one lakh, we start with your help and shall mobilise funds
again to get this done SIr, of course with all well-wishes and blessings of Abhayans. I find through Whats up, face book etc, about
the lots of services you do and i just sit and wonder at them SIr. I shall try to do small things in a limited area and so, i can just
admire you and nothing better ! Hats off to your services and May our Goddess Meenakshi give you a long healthier and happier
life so that lots of people will also share and enjoy the same - Arumozhi, Retd BSNL Employee, a Volunteer at Sevalayam

Mission Sevalayam - Update

Post our visit to Sevalayam, Madurai, we have approached many corporate heads in the circles and high profile people having
connections with corporate heads during June 14 to rebuild the entire campus through CSR Program. Many of them responded
positively, we are expecting something will surely happen by the end of financial year enabling us to build it by making 2-3
corporates coming together.

To support ongoing repair works, CS SP Nagarajan, (Rs.5000/-) CS V Jayagopalan (Rs.5000/-), CS.Bhargavi Reddy (Rs.4000/-
), CS Surya Mishra (Rs.5000/-) CS Geetha Shashidhar (Rs.5000/-) and CS G Thirupal (Rs.8000) professionals from Bangalore
are kind enough to show their empathy towards Sevalayam with abhaya. abhaya alsogranted Rs. 18,000/- making the pool to
Rs.50,000/- and kept it ready to be spent for procure the Roof Covering Sheets and other materials for room accommodating
10th Class students.Hoping for the BEST... All cannot do everything, but everyone can do something! come let us do that
something for the benefit of those in need.



We are trying to connect like minded people wherever
they are situated to Sevalayam using our contacts. As
part of this I have connected my good old friend CS
Sheetal hailed from Pune having good association
with Gandhi Smarak Sangrahalaya, Sabarmati,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380027, who is now on all India
Tour, visiting orphanages, differently abled people
etc., and she travelled till date more than 4000 KM on
her 4 wheeler along with her friend. Last week she
met the Sevalayam and interacted with team of
people.One of my clients Lanleo Energies LLP - its
Managing Partner Mr. T Ramakrishna has donated 6
solar lanterns for solar. I have added my might of
Rs.3000/- to procure the panels for the same. CS
Sheetal was kind enough to carry these lanterns with
her on en route from Bangalore to Mudurai and
handed over them to Sevalayam team and given
them demonstration to use the same. - CS G.

Thirupal, Trustee, abhaya, Bangalore.

IMPORTANT for students seeking HELP
The students who are pursuing higher education, belong to
poor economic back ground may approach abhaya seeking
support any time. But before that following guidelines must
be followed. Then only their request will be processed

1. Need to send a brief resume
2. explain family background
3. describe the issues faced by you
4. What did you do for overcoming the issues
5. What is the need after meeting from your end.
6. Whether you are meritorious in class/ standing in TOP 10
7. Who gave you the reference of abhaya
8. What is your contact number/ email id
9. Copies of Mark lists, Certificates, Photograph, fee estimate
10. Letter from Principal stating that there is a need for
support along with their contact numbers

Then, we can meet you in person and understand to provide
you support. - abhaya TEAM



On 19th they conducted second internals .I performed normally in those exams .From June 3rd onwards pre finals
will commence .so am working for it In preparation holidays I prepared one Schedule & I was able to follow it only for few
days . I started the program with my prayer song [MCI meeting ] which is only meant for doctors & professors in my college
as per the request of my professor, I performed well in that function. I involved in last month's review meeting .I was
benefitted by that session. In this month I didn't participate in any service activity though I got many opportunities
because I , m having some tensions in my studies & I just remained focusing on it. Finally I have spent my time in this month
with busy schedule with records, exams, etc., and it was embarrassing without any service activities etc., but I have to
accept it because it is my responsibility to read & I must give my priority to it. - K. Sailatha, 1st MBBS, Ananthapur Govt.

Medical College

My 1st M.Tech (1st semister) results were released and I got 79%. I went to abhaya HOME OF HAPPINESS during
voluntary meeting and I learnt what to do to reach our goal by keeping small goals first to reach the final goal. Now there
is a need of Rs.6000/- to pay for hostel fee that is for the two months as I did not paid for the last month also i.e., May &
June. Due to time deficiency to prepare for group1 exam as the notification is expected soon, I did not made any efforts to
arrange required funds without depending on foundation. I wrote postal exam very well on 25th may and expected good
results. I am preparing well for group1 exam and also for SBI bank PO exam which was on 18th June and I want to attend
M.Tech classes on Sundays as the 2nd semester exams are also there in next month. I want to keep my full efforts and
concentration on group1 exam and wanted to overcome the prelims examination. When I went to ABHAYA HOME OF
HAPPINESS during last month I was surprised and felt very happy to see all the volunteers there who are able to dedicate
their part of life in helping society even though they were in need of some help and i am thankful to god for placing me
among those . And I also thought that I should also motivate myself to take part in such type of work which leads to serving
society. - M. Haritha, IAS Aspirant

I'm writing my sixth semester examinations from May-20. The exams will be end at June-11. I will inform my position in the class after the
results. Me along with my friends visited an orphanage trust and spend 3 hours with those children on 18/05/14. We conducted small games
and it was very happy to see them playing and having fun. We like to visit them again in the semester holidays. I have attended the session on
Leadership skills held on abhaya home of happiness which happened along with Educare meeting and I had collected Rs.100 for this month.
I'll give it to abhaya on my visit. My college will be re-opened on 2nd of July. I have to pay the college fees before college reopens. I saved
Rs.3000/- earned by tuitions and need Rs.15500/- from Abhaya to pay my fees. I will get the complete fees detail after my exams are over. I

will mail the photocopy of my fees detail on 12th of this month.  I'm taking home tuition and earning Rs.1500/- 
every month. I'm saving the money as much as I can from my savings for paying the college fees. I aimed to save
Rs.8000/- for the fees but as I did CCNA course and shifted my home I managed to save only Rs.3000/-. I was
selected for CRP (Camp Residential Program) along with 40 members for campus training. I have to stay in the
college hostel for one week (from 16/05/2014 to 22/05/2014) to attend that program during the semester holidays.
I successfully completed the CCNA course and my semester exams are likely to be finished on 11th of this month. So
I intend to develop my soft skills which could help me to get through the campus interview easily. This camp
residential program will benefit me more. I'm preparing for my placement training and equipping myself to get
placement in this year. I hope that I will attend my campus interview after the end of next semester (Seventh
semester). I attended the session on Leadership skills it was very useful. Being a class representative I thought
leading and controlling a group was only called as leadership skills but after this session I understood the point that
the Leader must be a team player first and the person who grow by improving the growth of the team is the real
leader. - Govindarajan, 3rd B. Tech, Sastha Engineering College, Chennai

Educare Upadate



Thanking Vadapally Indira
USA with her family members
donating about 8000 note
books through their family
head, V Satheiah, Hyd for
distributing them to the
students of abhaya supported
schools. Thanking Raghu
Babu G, BV Prasad, CS
Balachandra Sunku & Sree
Sree for the efforts behind
this good work.

abhaya Foundation provided uniforms costing Rs. 25,000/-to all the
students of abhaya Vignan School as part of providing value
education... thanks to all those who are supporting the cause. Also
providing 1500 note books worth Rs.20,000/- provided by NRI Indira
Vadapally, USA... further there are other needs to be attended... if
interested to be part of this good work... most welcome!

Classes were going on as usually. Canvass done. School started on 1st
June. Admissions are opened on that day about 25 students being
given TC due to their promotion to VI class and other reasons. About
29 students joined newly . Abhaya foundation supplied uniform and
1550 note books with the support of VADAPALLY FAMILY U.S.A-INDIA
freely. Students & Parents are happy by the free supply of uniform and
note books to the poor and rural students. We were thankful to
Vadapalli family who supplied free note books to all the students.

Our school teachers attended one day training program on Human values conducted by Sri Sathaya Sai Seva Org, Anantapur at
Kalyanadurg and also met the Founder on 15-06-14.We learned more things. The teachers in turn implementing the value based
education and human values in the school. We were very thankful to SriC.Balachndra who preached the human values to our
teachers. Now the strength of the school is close to 180 for the academic year 2014-15 - B. Padmavathi, HM, abhaya Vignan

School, Erragunta

Abhaya Vignan School - Upadate:

Indira Vadapally, USA support to abhaya schools in India:



abhaya
FOUNDATION

“HE RT”A
Awareness Update

Had a most wonderful n memorable session with 150 unemployed
graduates whose life is being transformed by IAS (ICICI Academy for
Skills) the CSR initiative of ICICI Bank...each youth...ICICI spends
Rs.50K during 3 months course. Its almost 4 hrs time founder n team 
spent with them...it was very fulfilling moment in life for each one who
took part in the session. Thanks to Sreedhar who made it possible n
Special thanks to Ramarao, Sreenath n Anima of IAS.

Thank you for giving your valuable time and sharing an important values
to our students. Kudos to you and your team for the extra ordinary
support to the society. Hope for many more such enlightening class from
you. - Anima Mund, IAS

Founder’s session

at ICICI Academy 

for Skills, Hyderabad 

Founder addressed at IMPACT 2014 @ Hyderabad



Founder addressed at Teachers Seminar 

on Education Human Values at Kalyanadurg
Founder addressed the devotees at

Sri Sathya Sai Mandir, Anantapur

Founder addressed Parents/Teachers  at DAV School, VV Nagar, Hyderabad



Founder met Swami Kapalishananda,  President, RK Math, Rajahmundry Founder met Sri Ch Ramachandra 

Reddy, MLA, Khairathabad, Hyderabad

Upcoming Events -

July’14
06th: Founder to address Teachers at
Tadpatri at a work shop organized by
SSSO
10th: Founder to address at Seminar at
Kalyanadurg organized by Govt. Degree
College
12th: Founder to address Teachers at
Puttparthy
26th: abhaya hosting a Seminar on CSR -
A fund raising event



Operational expenses for abhaya Home: As of now

Rs.5,000/- per head being spent on each of the inmate at

home. If in case the number is to be increased to a level where

activities can be further showcased... then there is a need to

have continuous/consistent flow of monthly donations. CS K

Sathish Gupta came forward with Mission 1000/- where in the

plan is to bring in 100 abhayans who can spare Rs.1000/- PM.

Building Corpus for abhaya Home: Sri Meda Narasimhulu

strongly felt that there is a need to build a corpus for abhaya

Home. While members agreed to this fact requested each

member to take him with them to their friends/ relatives to

lend their hands of support.

Abhaya Home - HMDA Approval: Members opined that NO

Action needed as the Application is pending with HMDA and if

they come back... then let us attend to that. Considering that

ours is a NGO... let us wait and see the outcome.

abhaya to host a CSR Seminar: Considering that there are provisions in new Companies Act, 2013 in regard to CSR which are

mandating certain companies to spend 2% of their profits on Community work... abhaya can host CSR Seminar in July/14

abhaya new office bearers for 2014-2016: Proposed: CS G Raghu Babu as President, KSV Sivakrishna as Secretary & CA

BV Prasad as Treasurer with effect from August 15 2014. Members unanimously agreed that the Founder's word be respected

considering the fact that the good work happening with abhaya.

Appointments/Resignations: Er Rajasekhar, Er Naveenarjuna Rangaiah previously requesting to consider their relieving

from the Board. Though abhaya wish to have each one of them to continue on the board... however, considering their requests it

is decided to respect their word with a request to continue their support as usual. Further, Sri Meda Narasimhulu, Dr AG

Ravindranatha Reddy being inducted as new Trustees of abhaya Foundation with effect from August 2014. Ch Ramesh is being

relieved and CS K Sathish Gupta is being inducted as member of MC of abhaya Home.

Annual Thanks giving ceremony 2014: As previously done, abhaya proposed to host the event in November'14 and

members present opined that as of now let us focus on CSR Seminar, Mission 1000 & Settling the bills for contractors and will

take a call in the month of Sept'14.

Board update - 12th June'14



abhaya
FOUNDATION

“HEA T”R
Rural Development Update

Mission Venkatesh: condition, and asked him to take a final decision, inToday evening around 5.30 pm,
consultation with his family members, and inform allVenkatesh rang up to inform that he has gone to Endolite India
concerned.for his hand. It seems after taking the exact measurements,

the concerned doctors there are of the opinion (which was also
During last week he informed that he has met TRS Minister,confirmed by Suresh earlier when he first saw Venkatesh) that
Mr. K.T.Ramarao, who promised to get his both hands thathe can only be given a COSMIC HAND, (which enables him to
can help him do normal functions. I told him I saw thebalance his body and give confidence when he goes out, but with
Channel clip the other day and asked him why he didn'tthat it is not possible to do things which a natural hand is capable
inform us on that day itself. He replied that he could not doof). Venkatesh is insisting to have a hand that allows him to do
for some reason and he is doing it now and it seems thethings normally. He is unable to understand the reality. Then I
Minister wanted a letter from Endolite India giving theirasked him to let those doctors talk to me since he is unable to 
observations on his hands to proceed further. He feels thatexpress the position clearly.
the Minister would help him get a better deal than what is
promised by Endolite India. He feels he is maintainingI talked to the concerned doctors there and they repeated what
balance of body now and it would be better if can use boththey told Venkatesh, since his left over portion of hand does not
hands to improve his life style,allow other than a cosmic hand. Immediately i talked to
in future. I asked him to informMr.Suresh and asked for his opinion in this instance. He also said
abhayafoundation with fullthe same and stated that from the beginning they are of the
clarity, take permission andopinion that he can only have a "cosmic hand", because of left
then proceed. He may talk toover portion of hand. He further stated that even if they try
the Founder on this aspect. Isomething different, it will not give the desired result besides,
feel, if it is going to help him bythe cost will be prohibitive. Hence he suggested to have a cosmic
giving physical comfort, withouthand to Venkatesh. I explained the whole thing to Venkatesh,
financial burden to abhaya, westated that the concerned doctors are better judges of his
may ask him to proceed.

abhaya Aathma Viswasam Welding Unit:When the founder interacted with Smt

Lakshmi & her son Ramesh at Rajahmundry, providing them a COW looks to be a costly venture.
Whereas considering Ramesh working in a nearby welding factory, he felt that with lesser
investment welding tools can be brought and give them on daily rent. If he has time, then he can
also do some part time job after finishing his regular job. Then the founder suggested him to collect
the estimates of tools/equipment/cost/rental income vs investment enabling the well wishers/
abhaya team to discuss and decide about the support. - abhaya TEAM



abhaya Aathma Viswasam Paper Agency: Anand from Aadoni has requested abhaya to help him in

starting daily News paper distribution, so that he can stand on his own. As he is a Muscular Dystrophy patient,

abhayan Sri Chakravarthi from Kurnool took his time to visit Anand and his family. Here are the observations:

Anand is living with his family consists of 5 members, Father, Mother, Brother and Sister. Father worked in a hotel

and a few years ago he suffered from Heart problem and after the surgery, not working anywhere. Mother is a home

maker. Sister aged about 20, left her studies and now working in a nearby school to teach nursery kids. His brother,

who studied SSC is the only breadwinner for the family, working in oil shop earning about Rs.5000/- per month.

Earlier to this, his brother worked with Leading Newspapers Eenadu and Sakshi. With his previous experience, he

is confident of helping his brother if he take up Newspaper Distribution. The estimated cost to start 500 papers is

about Rs.93,000/-. After all these updates, abhaya asked Anand to pool funds to the tune of Rs.15000/- and

meanwhile abhaya try to support for the rest. He responded positively and working on pooling funds in a month or

two. - KSV Siva Krishna, Treasurer, abhaya Foundation
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abhaya
FOUNDATION

“HEAR ”T
Transformation Update

abhaya Salute Graylogic Technologies:
Saluting TEAM Graylogic Technologies for their wonderful n
passionate association with abhaya since its inception. The
way they stood besides abhaya as Technology partner is
DIVINE! Graylogic think of no logic when serving the
country with abhaya. Now...this time they created
www.gvkschool.org absolutely free. The site was launched
by Sri Gorantla Buchaia Chowdary, MLA Rajahmundry
Rural on 29th June'14. They also gifted abhaya... specially
designed mobile APP (abhaya Foundation downloadable in
play store) for propagation of cause. The same was
released by Sri Murali Mohan, Member of Parlaiment,
Rajahmundry. abhaya expressing gratitude to Ch Srinivas,
MD, Graylogic Technologies Ltd, Hyderabad for the kind
hearted support and also thanking Soni, Narasimha,
Yu g a n d h a r,
P r a v e e n ,
Yesubabu and
o t h e r s f o r
t h e i r
w o n d e r f u l
s u p p o r t . -
a b h a y a

TEAM

abhaya team congratulated Sushma Gautam on their wedding 
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“Corporate Social Responsibility”
from initiation to implementation

a full day seminar 
on Saturday, the 26th July 2014 at FAPCCI, Hyderabad

hosted by: www.abhayafoundation.org

Commun i t y Wo rk i s law, thereby promoting the welfare of people We being
something which is done companies have been contributing to society by doing
since ages. But in spite of business and creating employment but now it's the time to
such service being done by add some more feathers to our hat and promote CSR, thereby
many people viz; Kings, developing the Nation as the whole.
G o v e r n m e n t s ,
P h i l a n t h r o p i s t s a n d With such thoughts in mind, abhaya
Corporate Houses doing Foundation in order to create awareness about
their bit.... still poverty,

the provisions of latest Companies Act, 2013
starvat ion, i l l i teracy,

organising a full day Seminar for Corporatepollution, global warming
Heads, Directors, Professionals on Saturday,and other related problems

exists in society. May be the the 26th July 2014 at KLN Prasad Auditorium,
more efforts and more Red Hills, Hyderabad.
people needed to join the
movement.

We know and heard about individual responsibility towards
abhaya Foundation (www.abhayafoundation.org) is asociety but it is amazing to know that Government is very
registered Trust founded by likeminded professionalsempathetically spreading the awareness about “Corporate
(Company Secretaries, Industrialists, IT professionals,Social Responsibility” (CSR). The Companies Act, 2013 is talking
Lawyers, Educationalists) in 2006. The trust has been takingabout CSR and encouraging the Corporate Houses to do their bit
up projects in the areas of Healthcare, Education,for the country.
Awarereness, Rural Development and Transformation.
Several projects taken up by abhaya have been wellBeing Corporate, we have done and are known for business,
appreciated by the Corporate, media and fellow citizens andcorporate governance, contributing to economic growth,
leaders of Society.employment, wealth maximization to stakeholders etc.,. But still

CSR, if becomes part of Corporate Journey... then there would be
abhaya aimed to pool resources for its ongoing Projects byprosperity for those in need in and around the country.
conducting a full day seminar on CSR at Hyderabad.

When one good step taken by a person is followed by few, it
becomes custom then it becomes practice and then turns into

About abhaya Foundation:

CS Vikas Sirohiya

Program Director
CS Mohit Kamdar 

Program Coordinator



How are you. You will always be grate and need to be hale and
healthy as you people are doing good for the country men and

My name is S Dedeepya, I got married recently and I am presently pursuing my masters in USA. I joined as a volunteer with
my friend Anusha 2 years ago. The good work happening at abhaya left long lasting impressions in me many times. During my
final B.Tech, wife of My lecturer Mr Venkateswarlu, Ms Swathi has suffered from cancer. When we brought that issue to
abhaya... many abhayans responded very positively and supported them and the support is continuing even today whether
there is a pool from our students available or not. So inspired from such selfless work from Abhaya, I thought it is my
responsibility too to start contribution to abhaya and support it in continuing its good deeds. So I started saving from my
pocket money and now I would like to contribute $50 to abhaya. I feel it as a little amount but I assure you that I will support
and contribute to Abhaya whenever there is a possibility for me to do. - S Deedepya, abhayan from USA

I too want to participate from my end by donating whatever the amount would be collected
from filing Tax returns in This July month and spreading the cause of abhaya foundation. - CA

Linga Reddy, Chartered Accountant, Hyderabad

It was a pleasure meeting you all and knowing about the great philanthropic and social work you are doing for the
neglected and down trodden. As persons, you are remarkable. As regards my support, I have explained to you my
commitments to the Hostel, VFE and Vyasa among others. However, given time I shall do my best. Wishing you the
best. - Ramesh Gelli, Hyderabad




